Amsale Girls
6 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1.
Debbye announces a competition with a cash prize to spur sales. Recently back from her
honeymoon, Emily struggles to make a sale with some challenging brides. Facing her first birthday
in New York, Lauren has her own struggle with homesickness.

2.
Frustrated with being the concierge, Kori asks Debbye to work with the brides. Debbye allows Kori
to shadow the consultants and eventually tests Kori with her own bride. Debbye, with
encouragement from the girls, decides to try online dating.

3.
Lauren fears her upcoming review since it will determine if she becomes a permanent employee or
not. Will an unexpected visit from Amsale seal the deal? And Linda struggles to make sales as she
feels the pressure of her husband being out of work.

4.
Kori gets the chance to work directly with Amsale on the fashion show and expand her role in the
company but she fears one mistake could leave a bad impression. Amsale feels the pressure to
raise the bar designing her new collections. In fashion, you are only as good as your last collection.
Will it be a success?

5.
Tension at the salon is high when a misunderstanding between Emily and Debbye escalates and
leads Debbye to contemplate leaving bridal. Will Emily’s ties to corporate break up a friendship?
And with help from a bride, Emily runs in the New York City Marathon.

6.
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Emily offers to do a custom dress for a bride in just six weeks, an impossible challenge for Amsale.
Lauren is having a hard time finding a new apartment in NYC and is considering moving back to
Texas. Meanwhile, Sam is running the Amsale sample sale in an offsite location for the first time
and worries if it will be a success.
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